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Latent (finger)

- Ten Latent Print Analysts
- Support case work for agencies that cannot access the statewide database or need assistance
- Searching against 6.5 million ten finger records
- Ability to search FUAA agencies
- Integrated database - finger and palm
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• Ability to search Western Identification Network (WIN)
• Ability to search IAFIS using the DOJ server
• 190,000 Unsolved Latent Database
• DOJ Server allows all agencies access to DOJ database and to IAFIS
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Latent (palm)

• Ability to search latent palm impressions against a statewide palm database
• 870,000 individual palms in database
• Ability to accept Full Hand and Upper and Lower Palm
Latent Palm Impression
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NEEDS

• DOJ server design to accept FTP transactions from agencies with different vendors
• Ability for different vendor to register to the DOJ unsolved database
Questions?